FOR DAROL FROMAN FM JANE H HALL PD COULD YOU PLEASE SEND US MORE INFORMATION AND DOE

WHAT IS THE ORDER OF THE REST OF SCHEDULED EVENTS PD WE DO NOT KNOW HOW PARENT IF AT ALL PARENT TO RESCHEDULE TRAVEL OF PEOPLE WHO WERE SUPPOSED TO SEE SPECIFIC EVENTS PD WE ARE GUESSING THAT FALL OUT ON AOMOEN MAY HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH RESCHEDULING BUT WE WOULD NOT KNOW PD REF TAD DASH ONE SIX EIGHT ONE END OF MESSAGE

PARAGRAPH NOT REQUIRED ACCOUNTABILITY REQUIRED AS PER CM-SEG-5

92/23392

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW
1ST REVIEWER-DATE 1/22/87 DETERMINATION [CIRCLE NUMBERS]
AUTHORITY: OICD
CLASSIFICATION [CIRCLED] CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFICATION CHANGED TO: DECLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED NO NO CLASSIFIED INFO
2ND REVIEWER-DATE 2/24/87
AUTHORITY: OICD
CLASSIFICATION CHANGED TO: DECLASSIFIED
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